Sagdeyev and Shafranov have shown t hat t h e abso rpt ion of microwaves in a hot p las ma in a stead y magnetic fi eld can b e calcu lated in s imple closed form with t he h elp of t h e Boltz mann eq uation, provided that the effect of collision can be ignored.
Introduction
Sagdeyev flnd ShafrflllOV 2 hflve shown that the absorption of microwflve energy in fl hot plasma can be calcul aLed jJl simple closed foun from the Boltzmann equation provided tha t the ('ffect of colli ions can be ignored.
In the present paper, the same formula is obtained from a simple dynamical-colli ional argument, and it is shown that if the collision frequency js small in comparison with the Doppler fr equency shift due to thermal motions of the electron s, the value of the eollision frequency has only a second-order effect on the absorption coeffi cient. Furthermore, the results of Sagdeyev and Shafranov are extended to cover the case of an arbitrary, rather than a 1VIaxwellian, velo city distribution function , and a microwave diagnostic technique for determining the distribution functions in low density hot plasmas is proposed.
Equations of Motion
In these equations, the effect of th e radiofrequency magnetic field will be ignored. The electric field is assumed in the first instance to have the form E ,,= Eo si n wt "' } .
E y= E o coswt
(1) 1 CC' ntribution from Microwave Laborator)T, ,V. ' V. llanscil Laboratories oC Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, Calif., while autilor was on leave from the Department of Electrical Enginrering, The University of Shefftcld, ShefTicid, England. 'l'be research reported in t his paper was sponsored by t he Ail-:Force Cam bridge R esearcb Center, Air R esearch and Development Oommand, Bedford, Mass., 1959. 'Sagdeyev and Shafranov, Absorption of high-frequency electromagnetic field energy in t he high-tem perature pl as ma. 
The upp er sign corresponds to a magnetic field directed along the positive z-a~-is. Looking in this direction , the electric vector described by (1) rotates ant1:clockwise. Th e natural direc tion of rotation of electrons in this magnetic field is clockwise. Thus if (1) described the electric field of a circularly polarized wave traveling along the z-axis in the positive direction, the upper sign will correspond to the ordinary ray, and the lower sign to the extraordinaTY ray, in ionosphere theory terminology. The extraordinary ray is the case of interest here, for this wave can be heavily absorbed by synchronou acceleration of the electrons by a cyclotron-type m echanism. In what follows, the lower sign will be talmn. To u e the equations for the ordinary ray, it is only necessary to change the sign of w<_ From eq (2) we find
e Eo ( ).
. Collisions and Boundary Conditions
For our presen t purpose the details of the collision process are not important, since it will emerge that the collision frequency does not enter into the final formula for absorption.
vVe shall assume that an electron is brought to rest at each collision. Thus, for an electron which makes a collision at time t', its motion until the next collision takes place can be found by solving the eq (3) subject to the conditions
The last two formulas follow by substituting the first in (2). The solution of (3) appropriatc to the boundary conditions (4) is given by
Equations (5) and (6) 
y mew-we) Equation (7) gives thc x and y components of velocity at time t of an electron which was at rest at time t' .
Assuming that n, the number of electrons per unit volume, is sufficiently large, we can assume that, on the average, at any time t the number of electrons pel' unit volume whose most recent collision occurred between t' and t' + dt' is gjY'i)n by (8) Using this formula , which in fa ct defines the collision frequency v, we can calculate the current density at any time t. The contribution to J x from the electrons whose most recent collision was in the interval t' to t' + dt' is dJx= -nevxdn, where Vx I S given by (5). Hence, using (7), we find -nve2Eo f l m Carrying out the integrations in (9) and separating the real and imaginary parts, ,\Te find
Effect of Velocity Distribution
So far, the formulas we have derived are familiar in magneto-ionic theor y. We now consider the effe~t of thermal velocities of the electrons. If the electrIc field we have been discussing is associated with a wave of frequency Wo traveling in the direction of increasing z, with phase constant {3, then an electron traveling in the same direction with velocity Vz will be subjected to a field of angular frequency Wo -f3v z= w say.
If dno electrons/unit volume have a z-component of velocity b etween Vz and vz + dvz, and if the velocity distribu tion is Maxwellian, we have
Equations (10) and (11) can be used to calculate the contribution to the current density components Jx and J y in a fram e of reference traveling with the electrons, i. e., with velocity Vz along the original z-axis, if we substitute dna for n, and interpret w as wo-f3v z. Thus
n wt -(w-wJ cos wt] dv, (13) v 2 + (w-wy z
Tnmsforming this contribution to the current back to the original frame of reference does not affect its amplitude but restores the frequency to the original value wo0 Thus, summing all such contributions Similarly, (15) Note that parts of Jx and Jy which ar e in phase with the electric field components Ex and Ey are equal, and correspond to a transverse conductivity 0"1 given by (16) Similarly, the Lransver e pennittivity El is
The effect of collisions on the V z component of velo city has not been considered, since the absorption phenomenon is not affected by this process. We do not need to have detailed knowledge of Vz for each electron, we only need to know the number of electrons in any given small range of velocities.
. Wave Propagation in a Hot Plasma
We assume now that the plasma temperature T is large 3 and the collision frequency mall , so that (18) In this case the bracketed factor in the integrand of (16) is small unless V z is such that (19) "Within this small range of v!tlnes of v. the exponenti!tl facLor can b e given the value corresponding to Vz = (wo-wJ/{3, and L[1,1<:en outside the integral sign. It is then a simple matter to evaluate the inLegml, and Lhe re Lilting formula for the condu ctivity is
If the conductivi ty is small, the absorption coefficient K can be calculated very simply from the formula
where a and {3 are the attenuation and phase constants respectively, and p is the real part of the r efractive ind ex. If, in accordance with Sagdeyev and Sha('ranov, we define VII by the equation (22) we find K = ~;. ~wg;3 exp { -VĨ~2 (wo:wcy } ,
H ere Wp is the plasma frequency (w,} = ne2 /mEo), and Wo and We are the frequency of the wave and the electron cyclotron frequency respectively. This formula agrees exactly \vith the result of Sagdeyev and Shafranov, as stated in eq (13 ) of their paper (see footnote 2).
The calculation of E..l from (17 ) i carried out in 3 Since t his is the only t emperature involved, lI"e use T for T il, the efIective temperature associated with t hermal motion of electrons parallel to tbe mag netic fi eld linc-'.
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the appendix. When this is done, we find -~ t 3 (wo-W e )3 + .. . } .
vIIP
Wo (24) This also agrees with the form given by Sagdeyev and Shafranov, although their result is expressed in terms of an errol' integral. (The lower limit of this integral, which is mi sin g, i presumably zero.) There is also an error in the sign of the second term in their formula.
A Microwave Diagnostic Technique for
Determining the Electron Velocity Distribution in 0 Hot Plasma
It is easy to see that the method employed for integrating (16) does not depend in any way on the velocity distribution . This need not be Maxwellian, but can be quite arbitrary.
Let the velocity d istribu tion parallel to the magnetic field be defined by formulas 25) in place of the Maxwellian distribution formul a eq (12 ) .
We find for the conductivity of the plasma the very simple expression
The attenuation coefficient can be wTitten Thus the distribution function can be expressed in terms of experimentally observable quantities as follows no} (wo-we)= 2~ . a{32. 
If the Tight-hand side of (26) is plotted a a function of (wo-wc)/{3, the electron velocity distribution parallel to the magnetic field is obtained. The area under this cmve will give the electron density. In practical applications, the distribution function may depend on z. If this is the case, the total attenuation measmed is approximately Jadz along the transmision path, provided that the rate of change of attenuation per wavelength of path is not too great.
Thus from the total attenuation we can determine, using (26), the average distribution function, the average being taken along the microwave path. 
Wave Propagation in a Cold Plasma

. Discussion
The purpose of this section is to contrast t he behavior of the conductivity of hot and cold plasmas with resp ect to variation of collision frequency.
Consid er first the cold plasma conductivity as described by (2 7). For a large collision frequency, the conductivity is proportional to l i p. The physical meaning is clear. It is easy to show from (7) that an electron star ting from rest at time t = O acquires in time t a kinetic en ergy given by w ~ e2Eo{ Sin [(9)tJ}2 (28) 2 m w-w, -2-assuming that no collisions take place. Differentiating, we find If the collision frequency p is large, in comparison with (wo-we), the time interval t, during which the gain in kinetic energy described by (28a) can take place before the process is interrupted by another collision, is small, an d (wo-we ) t«l. H ence, (28a) can be replaced by
The average rate of absorp tion per electron is given by (30) T hus the physical significance of the inverse variation of conductivity with collision frequency, when the collision frequ ency is large in comp arison with the frequency difference, WO-W e b ecomes clear.
When the collision frequency is small in comparison , with (wo-we) , the amplitude of oscillation, and h ence the mean kinetic energy acquired by the electrons, is not limited by collisions, but by the lack of synchronism between the frequency of the al ternating force by t h e wave and t he natural frequency of gyration of the electrons. If WO > We , the amplitude of oscillation is limited mainly by electron inertia, while if WO < We , it is limited by the obstructing effect of the magnetic field . If (28) is averaged over the long time which elapsed b etween collision, we find
If it is assumed that, on the average, this energy, or a definite fraction of it, is given up by an elec tron at each collision, the average rate of absorption of energy per electron is given by (3 1) and is clearly directly proportional to P, the collision frequency. Thus th e reason for the yariation of conductivity wi th collision frequency predicted by (27) is clear, and the physical mechanism by which the energy is absorbed has been exhibited. Energy extracted from the wave appears first as kinetic energy of the electron, and is then transferred to molecules or ions of the gas by collisions. This absorp tion process is called collisional ab sorption , and as we haye seen, depends strongly on the collision frequency.
I n direct contrast to th is situation, the absorption by a " hot" plasma, in which p« {3·,/k T im, is independent of p to first order, as eq (20) sho ws. The r eason for this is that in a hot plasma, the effectiye frequency seen by an electron depends on its yeloc-r ity in the direction of the propagation of the waye, due to the D oppler shift. Since the electron yelo cities vary widely in a hot plasma, a wide range of effectiye frequencies exists, and the hot conductivity is essentially an average of th e cold conductiyity oyer all frequencies. That this is independent of v can be easily seen using (27) J +a> ne2J +a> v
Provided that )J is small enough , the integrand is yery small exccp t when (w -we) '" P, so tha t a Yery small range of effectiye frequencies (and electron velocities) contrib utes significan tly to the absorp tion. Provided th at t he plasma temperature is high eno ugh, the yariation of the distribution fun ction over this small range of significant electron yelocities r, m a:v be neglected, and the distribution function can b e regarded as constant as was done in obtaining eq (2 0) .
Further , if v depends on Vz, t he anfLlysis is still valid, provided that the dep endence is no t strong in the smfLl1 range of signifi can t veloei ties.
The case of no collisions ftt all can be r egarded as the lim.iting case V-i>O; the "cold conductivity" term in the integrand of (16) then has the character of a delta fun ction, and eq (10) is exact.
Thus, the agreement of our analysis with that of Sagdeyev and Shafranov is to b e expected, in spite of the fact that in their treatment it was assumed ab initio tbat no collisions occurred, whereas the present analysis necessarily involves the consideration of collisions.
Conclusions
Summarizin g, the present analysis has shown: (a) That in the absorption of mi crowaves by a hot plasma in a magnetic field , collisions have a secondorder effect only; (b ) That the r esults of Sagdeyev and Shafranov, obtained by solving the Boltzmann equations for the dis tribution fun ctions b y a p erturb ation technique, neglecting collisions at the outset, can b e obtained by a direct ballistic an alysis of th e motion of individual electrons;
(c) That the assumption of a Maxwellian velocity distribution function made b y Sagdeyev and Shafranov is not necessar y to tb e analysis, and that a closed-form solution for condu ctivity CfLn b e obtained for any arbitrary dis tribution function :
(d) That a study of the variation with fr equen cy of the attenufLtion fLnd phase constant of fL circul arly polarized electromagnetic wave in an ionized plasm a in a magnetic field can in principle yield the velocity distribution fun ction for th e thermal motion of elec trons parallel to the magnetic field lines. There may be considerable difficulty in applying this t echnique in some cases. For example, the extr aordinary ray only must be employed , and a high degree of discrimination against the o7'dinal'Y m y in the launching and/or receiving antennas will be n ecessar y if errors due to the ordinar y ray, which is attenuated much less strongly, are to b e negligible. Also diffraction effects will be serious except at microwave frequen cies, so that the m ethod can only b e applied in the simple form suggested here if the magnetic field strength is of the order of 3,000 gauss or more, so that the cyclo tron frequency falls in the microwave-frequency band .
As an alternative to attem.pting to eliminate the ordinary ray entirely, one could start with a linearly polarized wave and measure the ellipticity of the received signal. This would have some practical advantages, and the necessary theory could be developed very simply from the equations given her e.
A more serious limitation arises when the order of m agnitude of the attenuation at r esonance is es tim ated . For n = 1011 electrons/cm 3 T = 10 6 oK, and .fo= 10 ,000 Mc/s, the attenuation coeffi cient at cyclotron resonance has a value of abou t 100 db/ cm or the attenuation length is about 1 mm. For densities of 10 8 electrons/cm 3 under the same conditions, however, the attenuation coefficient is about 0.1 db/ cm, and for such a low density plasma tbe method might be feasible .
It should b e noted that the effect of the radiofrequency magnetic field has not been considered in the present analysis. While this seem s unlikely to lead to serious error at electron temperatures of a million degrees or so, these effects might be appreciable for t emperatures of the order of a hundred million degr ees, when the electron velocity is only one order of magnitude less than the velo city of light.
No comparison has b een made with the m.ore elaborate theory of Drummoncl 4 , which star ts from the Boltzmann equation but retains the collision term, for which a sui table approximation is lat er introduced. It would be very desirable to make su ch a compari son, which would probably shed further light on the signiflcance of collisions in a practical situ ation. 
This integral is easily evaluated by expandin g sinh 2toz and integrating term by term. This leads to the result given in eq (24).
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